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Pythium awareness - products, practice
prevention and forms
The turf management fraternity has well and truly embraced prevention
as the ‘norm’. Not just for Pythium but for pests and disease more
generally – atleast to the extent budgets allow. For Pythium however
preventative management is the most sensible approach without
doubt. Preventative approaches by their very nature don’t necessarily
seek to stop something from occurring. Great if you achieve that, rather
the preventative approach seeks to greatly minimize the impacts
from issues that do arise. Consistent with this the Pythium threat is
always ‘manageable’ but is greatly dependent on suitable awareness
and appropriate precautions. It is a disease for which knowing both
the biology of the disease and the tools available very well, and then
deploying those tools tactfully for full effect determine your success.

History and biology of Pythium
One of the key points to make about Pythium concerns its classification
and evolutionary position in the world of turf pathogens. It’s very old.
Its very different. Its not within the broader group we call fungi. Its
closer to algae than some of the true fungi (e.g. dollar spot) and sits
in a group known as the water molds. Those last two points should
resonate with people who like logic. The long-term development in high
moisture environments so core to the evolution of the group suggests
they love it, they need it, and inherently require it to flourish. We don’t
want it, need it or wish to see it flourish in our turf so logic says remove
those things or at least attempt to limit excess amounts of them it if at
all possible.
A second important point relating to biology is Pythium has a number
of forms, each behaves differently and has different precursors
and situations. The forms we may see in golf could be foliar blights
and damping off, root dysfunction or root rot. The latter two terms
sometimes get used interchangeably or loosely – but they are distinct
forms that should be clearly differentiated. The former (PRD) has been
characterized in greater detail over the last decade in international
literature, and as the learnings develop further we continue we see
it differing even more to the general framework we traditionally saw
Pythium placed within. This form is seen more on younger bent grass
greens, has infection windows through cooler seasons and conditions,
shows up once pressure (such as temperature) is applied, might appear

a bit like take-all patch, and can sometimes be detected by a lack of
root hairs that cause water sensitivity and loosely held media around
the roots themselves. The latter (root rot) whilst more common on poorly
draining surfaces and during periods of prolonged wet during warm to
hot conditions, may still be active under very cool wet conditions as
free soil water is a primary driver. So even for this form that is fairly
well known we are shifting our thinking a little on the where and when
elements of its activity.
The other thing that probably needs to be stated with a theme of
environmental conditions or thresholds is we can’t work on an
assumption fungal pathogens are ever removed from our turf by
chemical treatments. They tend to co-exist in the turf environment
perpetually, but we seek to keep them at non-threatening levels. This is
reality. If we revisit our disease triangle of host, pathogen, environment
we quickly realise two of the three corners are actually constants. The
host is our turf and is always there, the pathogen is always around
too, so we quickly turn to environment as the decider. We don’t
control that corner but certainly can monitor it closely. Historically
there has been a focus on the fact certain forms of Pythium do have a
conducive environmental window of high humidity and high ambient
temperatures. It’s still reasonably correct (for certain forms) but
much of our responsiveness and planning has centered on this yet as
mentioned root affecting forms such as root rot are possibly aided more
by free soil water than either of those factors, and infection windows
for some (e.g. PRD) are on the shoulder periods or cooler months, so a
broader view of management throughout the seasons and across sites
requires an extended planning window for genuine mitigation of risk.
This is the ‘know the biology piece’.

Tools we have - and understanding
their attributes
Nuturf played a very big part in bringing a new Pythium chemistry in the
form of Segway 400SC to market in 2018. It complements perfectly (as
opposed to reproduces) the pre-existing tools and adds further strength
to the arsenal we can throw at this family of pathogens.
The stewardship messaging that has supported its introduction to
market has had a great focus on the attributes of the new chemistry
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(new MOA with lower solubility), how it differs to pre-existing treatment
options (less movement post application but strong retention on roots
and cuticles), and therefore how to capitalize on the inherent attributes
of it (use it as your No 1 preventative – especially in spring and autumn
if PRD is a candidate for your greens). This awareness of comparative
differences when considered with pre-existing options allows selective
and targeted deployment of each to collectively deliver the best possible
outcomes. This was to assist the ‘know your tools well’ piece.

Guidance on a management approach
Pythium is something best managed constantly, as opposed to
managing in large hits retrospectively. Here in Australia we do have
higher prevalence from Spring onwards, and our best approaches are
to start early in ‘managing down’ the quantity of inoculum that can
become active when the environment corner of the disease triangle
goes the wrong way.
To aid this along we now have a useful combination of tools ranging
from highly systemic dual direction foliar applied products e.g.
Signature Xtra (use this as a constant umbrella program above, but
separate to, the base line program of other chemistries), to tools that
are highly acropetal (upward) systemic that can be root applied e.g.
Banol and Subdue (use these as regular preventatives but importantly
as the go-to options if you suspect or confirm active pythium), or tools
that are of lower solubility and therefore not likely to move too far too
quick from the location of initial application – be it foliage or roots (e.g
Segway – your number one preventative foundation product) or finally
strobilurins such as Azoxystrobin – the pre renovation choice and the
Christmas period insurance product.
This is rather useful as Pythium can occur on the plant, in the plant, or
in the soil environment, therefore we would appear to have a suite of
management options that can be deployed in a programmed fashion
whereby the combination of chemistry strengths, the location(s) of
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pathogens, and mobility (or lack thereof) of treatments can allow us
to effectively treat multiple forms in multiple places accurately – and
pre-emptively. Nice place to be.

Product application makes or breaks
success
This background knowledge and umbrella view of management is
superb, but can be let down at the final hurdle – product application.
The above-mentioned differences in post application movement need
to be factored in to the application process to get the initial product
deposition just right. We need to understand both the start point
and intended finish point of a product application. If making a foliar
application use a nozzle / operating pressure / droplet spectrum / carrier
volume combination that covers the entire plant to maximise the actual
treatment dose doing the work. If wanting a root application, either to
be drawn through the xylem to dose the entire plant post placement,
or to locate a treatment around the full root zone to create a protective
environment, ensure the nozzle / operating pressure/ droplet spectrum
/ carrier volume and post application irrigation steer the product to
the appropriate start point and let the chemistry attributes then govern
the end point. Don’t short change yourself with middle of the road
application. Do it right (which means always consulting the registered
product label), do it well, reap the rewards. This is the ‘deploy them for
full effect’ piece.

How Nuturf can help you
Pythium is ever-present but not always on the rise. Nuturf can help you
plan seasonal approaches that manage down the total risk posed. We
can guide you on planning appropriate preventative actions in the lead
in to peak seasonal activity, and help set strong chemical barriers and
/ or the most suitable curative actions if activity is detected . We can
develop programs that rotate chemistry groups drawing the best out of
the options available to ensure maximum protection can be obtained
within your budget.
Nuturf has access to the all major tools provided by the major
manufacturers and can discuss with you application essentials that will
allow you to optimize product performance for maximum protection.

